Transcranial direct current stimulation plus concurrent activity may influence task prioritization during walking in people with Parkinson’s disease – initial findings
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Introduction: Walking for people with Parkinson’s disease (PD) degrades during motor–cognitive interplay (ie, dual-task conditions). Current management of PD improves motor symptoms but inadequately addresses cognitive function, indicating a necessity for novel interventions. In this pilot study, we examined bi-hemisphere transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) with concurrent activity and dual-task walking in people with PD.

Methods: Participants received 3 sessions (tDCS sitting, tDCS bike, tDCS Wii) of bilateral tDCS (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; left = anode, right = cathode) at 2 mA and 1 sham session (tDCSsham). Sessions were randomized, single-blinded, and performed during medication “ON” times separated by 7±2 days. Following each session, participants performed Timed Up and Go (TUG) single, dual-task conditions (TUGalone, TUGmotor, TUGcognitive).

Results: Sixteen participants with PD completed this study (mean age=68.13±9.76 years, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale mean=40.31±18.27, Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status mean=84.13 [13th percentile]). No differences were observed for TUG conditions between tDCS sessions. Dual task cost for TUGmotor, 14.73% (tDCSSitting), 17.78% (tDCSbike), 15.97% (tDCSWii), 19.02% (tDCSham); for TUGcognitive (walking), 20.01% (tDCSSitting), 18.7% (tDCSbike), 20.01% (tDCSWii), 20.01% (tDCSham); for TUGcognitive (cognitive), 33.72% (tDCSSitting), 14.99% (tDCSbike), 4.42% (tDCSWii), 19.11% (tDCSham).

Conclusion: Our bi-hemisphere tDCS paired with concurrent activities did not lessen dual-task cost in participants with PD but appeared to influence task prioritization. Further investigation with a larger sample size is warranted.
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive motor and non-motor impairments, including cognitive deficits. Specifically, difficulty with attention and executive functions are regarded as the most common cognitive impairments in people with PD.1 A hallmark of PD progression is the emergence of walking dysfunction,2 which is exacerbated under dual-task conditions.1 Because dual tasking during walking requires divided attention and intact executive function through motor–cognitive interplay, cognitive impairments in people with PD contribute to decreased walking performance and deteriorated walking patterns (ie, decreased
cadence, increased step variability). Moreover, motor and cognitive impairments should be addressed simultaneously to improve dual tasking in people with PD.

While current medical interventions (ie, medication and deep brain stimulation) address motor symptoms, non-motor symptoms, including cognitive function are inadequately addressed. Non-pharmacological interventions, such as non-invasive brain stimulation techniques are emerging as potential complementary treatment approaches for people with neurodegenerative conditions, such as PD. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a method of non-invasive brain stimulation, is currently being explored as an approach to improve motor and cognitive function. In healthy individuals, tDCS has demonstrated enhanced motor and executive functioning as well as postural control and dual-task walking. Similarly, motor function (ie, walking, mobility, and balance) and cognitive function improved separately after anodal tDCS in people with PD.

However, the tDCS approach appears to drive domain-specific outcomes. Specifically, while anodal tDCS at M1 improved motor but not cognitive function, electrode placement at the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) demonstrated improved cognitive function. Furthermore, tDCS applied to M1 is unlikely to be effective in enhancing dual-task walking. As such, though tDCS has shown domain-specific improvements in people with PD, the therapeutic potential promoting combined motor and cognitive interplay is undetermined. A recent animal model suggests a bi-hemispheric tDCS approach raises striatum extracellular dopamine levels (cathode over right prefrontal cortex) while supporting functional brain network connectivity (anode over left prefrontal cortex). We applied this bi-hemispheric approach to people with PD and observed a lessening (though non-significant) of dual-task cost (DTC) during walking after a single tDCS session. Recent studies suggest anodal tDCS combined with concurrent training (tango dancing, dynamic balance training) may augment beneficial effects on walking and balance compared with tDCS alone. To our knowledge, the concept of tDCS plus a concurrent activity has not yet been explored in dual-task walking in PD. Therefore, our objective in this pilot study was to observe the influence of a single session of bi-hemispheric tDCS paired with a concurrent activity on walking-associated DTC in people with PD. We selected a non-walking aerobic exercise activity (pedaling a stationary bicycle) and a novel activity (playing a video game of golf on Wii™) as our concurrent tasks to examine whether type of task was consequential to performance.

Materials and methods

Participants

Eighteen participants were recruited from a convenience sample to participate in this study from local rehabilitation centers, PD support groups, and by word-of-mouth. Prospective participants were initially screened to determine if they had a diagnosis of PD based on the UK Brain Bank criteria from their movement disorder neurologist, were between ages 40 and 85 years old, and considered medically stable as defined by no pharmaceutical changes within 45 days. The presence of a deep brain stimulator or a pacemaker resulted in exclusion from the study. All participants who met the inclusion criteria provided written informed consent and this study was approved by The Texas Woman’s University Institutional Review Board. Disease severity for our participants was determined by the Hoehn and Yahr scale and United PD Rating Scale (UPDRS). Executive function was assessed at baseline for each participant by the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS). Each participant was tested during medication “ON” times for all conditions. Refer to Figure 1 for details.

Procedure

Participants received 4 tDCS sessions (tDCSSitting, tDCSBike, tDCSWii, tDCSSh sham) each separated by 7±2 days. tDCS sessions were randomized and the sham condition was blinded to participants. For each session, saline-soaked 3 cm×5 cm electrode sponges were placed directly on the participants’ scalp over the hair with the anodal electrode over the left DLPFC and the cathodal electrode over the right DLPFC. Electrode placement was determined by the 10–20 International System and rechecked at the beginning of each session. For active tDCS sessions (tDCSSitting, tDCSBike, tDCSWii), a constant electrical current of 2 mA was applied for 20 minutes with a 30 second electrical current ramp at the onset and termination. For the tDCSSh sham condition, an electrical current of 1 mA started the first 30 seconds of the stimulation followed by slow tapering to 0 mA to limit potential sensation bias. During the tDCSSitting and tDCSSh sham sessions, participants were seated without a concurrent activity. During the tDCSBike session, participants pedaled a stationary bicycle at a moderate aerobic intensity concurrent with tDCS stimulation. In order to achieve moderate aerobic intensity, participants were asked to pedal at a work rate consistent with a self-reported intensity level of 12–14 on the Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale. Physiological responses (heart rate, blood oxygen
saturation level) were also monitored at baseline and every 5 minutes throughout the session. For the tDCS_Wii session, participants engaged in a novel activity of a golf video game on the Nintendo Wii game system in a standing or seated position, based on individual tolerance, concurrent with tDCS stimulation. Following each tDCS session, participants performed a single (Timed Up and Go [TUGalone]) and dual-task gait (TUGmotor and TUGcognitive) activity.

Outcome measures
We assessed the interplay between motor and cognitive function during walking through single- and dual-task conditions with the use of 3 Timed Up-n-Go (TUG) scenarios: TUGalone, TUGmotor, and TUGcognitive. In the single attention TUGalone task, the participant was instructed to stand up at a normal self-selected pace, walk 3 m, turn 180°, walk back, and sit down. During the TUGmotor, the participant held a full cup of water while performing the TUG task. During the TUGcognitive, the participant counted backwards by 3 from a randomly chosen number between 50 and 100 while performing the TUG task. Following TUG tasks, participants were instructed to count aloud backwards by 3 in a seated position to serve as a single cognitive alone task for comparison to TUGcognitive. The time to complete each task was recorded, and the number of correct serial 3 calculations was also recorded during the TUGcognitive and cognitive alone tasks. Prior to testing, participants completed 1 practice trial of the TUGalone to familiarize the participant with the walking task. All 3 TUG tasks were randomized and performed following each tDCS session under direct supervision of an investigator.

Data analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Version 24.0). Descriptive statistics were used to analyze participant characteristics, including disease severity and executive function. The impact of adding a secondary task to gait was assessed by performing DTC calculations using the following formula: (single task [s] – dual task [s] / single task [s]) × 100. Because of our small sample size, we used nonparametric statistics for our analysis. Friedman’s Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks test was used to compare within subject performance differences of tDCS sessions on single- and
dual-task TUG conditions and DTC. If Friedman’s Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was significant, pairwise comparisons were utilized to differentiate between conditions.

Results
Of the 18 participants we recruited, 2 participants withdrew (1 with complaints of a headache after the first session and 1 with a schedule conflict) and were removed from analysis. The remaining 16 participants (12 male and 4 female) completed our study with no complaints of discomfort during tDCS protocols. Our participants demonstrated a median Hoehn and Yahr stage of 2 (range=2–4) and a mean UPDRS total score of 40.31 (motor sub-score=23.44) indicating our participants on average exhibited mild motor impairments. The RBANS mean total scaled score for executive function was 82.69 ranking our participants in the thirteenth percentile with their age-matched peers. Six of our 16 participants reported falling within the previous year (n=1, >1 fall per day; n=2, >1 fall per week; n=3, >1 fall per month). See Table 1 for participant characteristics.

To determine if a single session of tDCS under different conditions improved dual-task performance during walking in people with PD, we performed a session comparison on single- and dual-task TUG conditions. There were no differences for TUG<sub>alone</sub> (p=0.738) and TUG<sub>motor</sub> (p=0.807) conditions between tDCS sessions. TUG<sub>cognitive</sub> was significant (p=0.037) on Friedman’s Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks; however, no post hoc pairwise comparisons were significant. As expected, however, regardless of tDCS session, the time necessary to complete dual-task TUG conditions (TUG<sub>motor</sub> and TUG<sub>cognitive</sub>) was greater than the single-task TUG condition (TUG<sub>alone</sub>), indicating an associated cost during dual-task activities. See Table 2 for session comparisons.

To examine the influence of DTC on gait, we calculated the associated cost observed during dual-task activities. As anticipated, DTC was generally larger during the higher complexity TUG<sub>cognitive</sub>. Using Friedman’s Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks, differences were observed on the DTC for the TUG<sub>cognitive</sub> walking activity (p=0.010), but not on TUG<sub>motor</sub> (p=0.807) or TUG<sub>cognitive</sub> cognitive task (p=0.754). Post hoc pairwise comparisons indicated a difference in DTC in walking between TUG<sub>bike</sub> and TUG<sub>Wii</sub> conditions (p=0.007) (Figure 2).

Discussion
People with PD demonstrate greater challenges with walking during associated dual tasks due in part to disease-related deficits and interference in motor–cognitive interplay. Recently, others have linked the non-pharmacological intervention of anodal tDCS, with or without a concurrent activity, to domain-specific improvements to motor or cognitive function related to anode placement (M1 or DLPFC). However, 3 weeks of walking training with M1 anodal tDCS was not beneficial on multi-domain tasks (ie, dual-task walking) for people with PD. In this current pilot study, we examined if our bi-hemispheric tDCS protocol paired with concurrent activities would reduce DTC with walking in participants with PD. Similar to Scabrun et al, we observed no significant improvement in performance on the TUG conditions regardless of the tDCS condition or concurrent activity.

However, in order to account for individual baseline walking characteristics, the magnitude of changes in dual-task walking performance may be better expressed through DTC because DTC is related to executive function efficiency. In our study, the DTC associated with addition of a secondary task appeared to be influenced by both task complexity as

### Table 1 Participant characteristics at baseline (n=16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>68.13±9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male/female)</td>
<td>12/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD duration (years)</td>
<td>8.69±9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDRS (total)</td>
<td>40.31±18.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDRS (motor)</td>
<td>23.44±9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwab and England score (%)</td>
<td>87.81±7.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBANS (total scaled score)</td>
<td>84.13±14.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** PD, Parkinson’s disease; RBANS, Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.

### Table 2 tDCS session outcomes (n=16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>tDCS&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>tDCS&lt;sub&gt;bike&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>tDCS&lt;sub&gt;Wii&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>tDCS&lt;sub&gt;sham&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUG&lt;sub&gt;alone&lt;/sub&gt; (s)</td>
<td>9.49±2.42</td>
<td>9.38±3.32</td>
<td>9.15±2.21</td>
<td>9.44±3.30</td>
<td>0.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUG&lt;sub&gt;motor&lt;/sub&gt; (s)</td>
<td>10.88±3.14</td>
<td>11.00±4.21</td>
<td>10.61±2.80</td>
<td>11.27±4.41</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUG&lt;sub&gt;cognitive&lt;/sub&gt; (s)</td>
<td>11.64±4.57</td>
<td>11.20±5.33</td>
<td>12.11±3.97</td>
<td>11.38±4.44</td>
<td>0.037*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Subsequent pairwise comparisons were not significant.

**Abbreviations:** s, seconds, tDCS, Transcranial Direction Current Stimulation, TUG, Timed Up and Go.
well as tDCS condition (Figure 2). In general, the addition of a more complex secondary task (cognitive distractor) was associated with greater DTC. This finding is consistent with others and our previous work. A novel finding is the potential impact of tDCS conditions on DTC. Specifically, tDCS condition may have influenced preferential task prioritization on either the cognitive task or the walking activity. For the tDCS\textsubscript{Wii} condition, our participants walked slower but emphasized performance on the cognitive secondary task during the TUG\textsubscript{cognitive}. By contrast, after the tDCS\textsubscript{Sitting} and tDCS\textsubscript{Sham} conditions, our participants were not observed to preferentially select one task over another.

Nearly a decade ago, Bloem et al suggested people with PD emphasize a “posture second” strategy in the presence of a dual task. By doing so, people with PD prioritize performance on a cognitive task at the expense of balance and gait, which may lead to increased risk of falls. More recently, Yoge-Seligmann et al proposed an Integrated Model of Task Prioritization, which introduces postural reserve, hazard estimation (cognitive self-awareness), intrinsic individual factors (ie, skilled tasks, mood, personality), and task complexity as key components involved in task prioritization during dual-task walking. According to this model, the tDCS\textsubscript{Bike} and tDCS\textsubscript{Wii} conditions appear to have altered participants having PD postural reserve or perception of self-awareness. It may be possible that our bi-hemispheric tDCS approach was able to influence both motor (postural reserve) and cognitive processes (hazard estimation) and thus shift task prioritization to focus onto the cognitive task (tDCS\textsubscript{Wii} task) or onto the walking activity (tDCS\textsubscript{Bike}). We recommend further exploration of the role of tDCS plus concurrent activity to modify task prioritization in an adequately powered trial.

Notwithstanding preferential task prioritization, appreciation of the global cost of dual-task walking (walking speed and cognitive performance) may be better determined by looking at the mutual dual-task effect (Figure 3). As described by Plummer et al, because decline in performance during dual tasks occurs in both motor and cognitive domains, it is imperative to quantify the mutual dual-task effect to comprehensively understand the sum cost on a dual-task activity. For our participants, visual observation of the mutual dual-task effect reveals the tDCS\textsubscript{Bike} and tDCS\textsubscript{Wii} conditions demonstrated less cumulative cost and appeared potentially advantageous compared with tDCS alone or a sham scenario.

An alternative mitigating explanation for the difference in DTC between tDCS conditions may be fatigue induced from the concurrent tasks. Specifically, fatigue may have limited physical performance or influenced task prioritization during our assessment of motor–cognitive interplay in dual-task walking scenarios. In contrast to the tDCS\textsubscript{Sitting} and tDCS\textsubscript{Sham} conditions, our participants were physically active during the tDCS\textsubscript{Bike} and tDCS\textsubscript{Wii} conditions. Though participants were afforded rest breaks as needed, our participants averaged 20 minutes of stationary bicycle pedaling at moderate intensity (tDCS\textsubscript{Bike}) or standing to swing a Wii remote control.
It is possible that 20 minutes of physical activity may have疲劳了our participants and affected their physical capacity to perform dual-task walking. Unfortunately, we did not intentionally measure fatigue with a specific scale after each condition as this may have added justification to this explanation.

As underscored by Rochester et al., dual-task walking is complex and the neural correlates and behavioral influences are not completely understood. Consequently, the mechanism contributing to dual-task walking, and the intervention necessary to maximize performance and minimize associated DTC is unclear. Due to the unique pathology associated with PD, the suitable intervention to improve dual-task gait may not simply require minimizing interferences, but rather adapt the system to correctly prioritize tasks. Our bi-hemispheric tDCS protocol with a concurrent activity may minimize mutual DTC as well as influence task prioritization during walking in people with PD. It should be noted that these changes occurred after a single session and are unlikely to result in lasting behavioral change. Serial tDCS sessions, rather than a single session, may be necessary to drive carryover and lasting behavioral change. Further investigation is needed to determine the optimal number of tDCS sessions needed to achieve improved dual-task walking in people with PD. Moreover, effective task prioritization requires the individual to appropriately prioritize tasks based on the functional scenario. We recommend future studies investigate task prioritization after tDCS under different functional scenarios to determine potential benefits in people with PD.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. Notably, our small sample size reduces our ability to draw definite conclusions about the use of bi-hemisphere tDCS protocol and the effect on DTC in walking. Furthermore, because our participants demonstrated mild motor deficits on average, our sample is not likely characteristic of all people with PD. Nonetheless, our small sample was not homogeneous in disease duration or disease severity, which likely affected our findings. Each participant performed all testing procedures during their “ON” phase limiting our ability to generalize our results to people with PD during medication “OFF” phases. We utilized the 10–20 International System to determine electrode placement. Although recognized as the standard for scalp electrode positioning, the 10–20 International System assumes a consistent correlation between underlying cerebral structures and visible scalp locations and

![Figure 3](image-url)
does not guarantee correct electrode positioning. It is therefore possible that our electrode placement was not at the DLPFC as intended. Use of neuronavigation tools would potentially improve our electrode placement. Finally, we selected a washout period of 7(±2) days because it is considerably longer than the 1 hour reported single tDCS session after-effects.26 However, the effects of our active tDCS conditions (tDCS_sit, tDCS_bike, tDCS_wc) may have influenced the tDCS_sham condition in some participants.

Conclusion
Our bilateral brain hemisphere tDCS when paired with concurrent activities did not appear to improve dual-task walking performance in participants with PD. However, examination of DTC suggested our bi-hemisphere tDCS protocol, when paired with a concurrent aerobic or cognitive activity may provide a task-specific benefit (cognitive task bias vs. walking activity bias). Further investigation of bilateral hemisphere tDCS with concurrent activity as a non-pharmacological intervention capable of addressing motor–cognitive interplay during walking in people with PD is necessary.
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